Suggested Sources for Controlled Drug Cabinet Locks

This style is one that I’ve seen used in many veterinary practices with great success because it is very sturdy and durable. The mechanical style is usually better for most practices than the electronic style because they require no electricity or batteries.

The Unican 9600 Series cabinet locks are specifically designed for cabinet doors, desk drawers, and similar applications. Cabinet locks can be installed in a horizontal or vertical position.

**The Keyless Lock Store**
(http://www.nokey.com/),
(516) 625-3184

- Item Number 11431, Approx $100

**MrLock**
(http://www.mrlock.com/eshop/locks/mfg/kaba/simpex/9600.html?id=7p2Ldbqo),
(817) 571-1324

- Model Numbers 9601 or 9602, Approximately $59-65